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Operations, hornomorphisrn and update versus 
relational database systems 
Bfetislav Fajmon 
Abstract: Basic results concerning the behaviour of binary relations are well-known today. 
However, there is a question what properties to study for arities greater than two (see [3]). 
In this paper we establish relations as sets of mappings and investigate questions motivated 
by relational database theory. First we study homomorphisms and the process of update of 
a relation. Further we deal with the interaction of hornomorphisrn and functional dependen-
cies. The last part is devoted to the investigation of relationships between hornomorphisrn 
and operations. 
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1. Introduction 
Let A, D be nonempty sets, A be finite, and D^i G A nonempty subsets of D such 
that D — UizADi. By a relation we understand a subset R of the set DA (where 
DA is a set of mappings of A into D) such that for each / G R and i G A there holds 
f(i) G Dj. Set A is called relational scheme of R and we will denote it by rs(It); 
elements of the set A are attributes. We say that D, resp. Di (i G A), is domain of 
R, resp. domain of R w.r.t. i (the notation is D = dom(R), and Di = domi(R)). 
Let us recall basic operations analogical to those in relational data model. 
Let R be a relation and P a nonempty subset of rs(R). Projection of R onto P 
is a relation irp(R) C (\Ji^pdomi(R))p such that / G TTP(R) whenever there exists 
g G R satisfying the equality / = g\p. Let domi('Kp(R)) = domi(R). 
Suppose in, Jo € rs(R) be arbitrary attributes and 6 C domi0 (R) x domj0 (It). By 
a 0-selection of R with the restriction io@3o we understand asubrelation ai0$j0(R) of 
R such that domi(aio0jo(R)) = domi(R) for all i G rs(R), f G aioej0(R) whenever 
/ G it and (/(io), /( jo)) £ 0 (further we will write f(io)0ftio))> 
If c is in domio(R) and 0' is a binary relation on domio(R)1 9'-selection of R with 
the restriction ioO'c is a subrelation aioe
ic(R) of R such that domi(ai0e
ic(R)) — 
= domi(R) for all i G rs(JR) and / G aioe*c(R) whenever f e R and f(ioWc. 
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dis 
Product of relations R, and 5 is a relation It-5 such that rs(R-S) = rs(R) U rs(S) 
dis 
(where U is disjoint union); 
J tu c\ J domi(R) for i e rs(R), dvmi(R-S)^{dami{s) f0Tters{s); 
f e R • S whenever there exist g G R and h e S fulfilling 
_ J g(i) for i e rs(R), 
f^~~\h(i) for iers(S). 
If It, 5 are relations, i0 e rs(R), j 0 e rs(S) and 6 C domi0(R) x domj0(S), 
then by a 8-join of It and 5 with the restriction ZQ^JO we understand a relation 
R(io0jo)S C (dom(R) U dom(S))
rs{R^rs^ such that 
^ fT>f a- \c\ f dorrii(R) for i e rs(R), domt(R(i06j0)S) = | d o m i ( 5 ) for . 6 r s ( 5 ) . 
/ G R(io0jo)S if there exist elements g e R, h e S fulfilling f(i) = g(i) for all 
i e rs(R), f(j) = ft(j) for all j G rs(S) and g(io)0h(jo). 
If It, 5 are relations and a : rs(R) -» rs(5) is a bijection, effective union of 
It,5 w.r.t. a is a relation I?U5 C (dom(R) Udora(5)) r s ( i ? ) such that domi(Rl)S) = 
Q 
= domi(R) Udoma(i)(S) for all i G rs(I£) and / G PXJ5 whenever there exist g G I? 
with property f(i) = o(i) for all i G rs(It) or h G 5 with property /i(a(i)) = / ( i ) 
for all i e rs(R). 
Effective intersection of R,S w.r.t. a is a relation I?fl5 C (dom(R)ndom(S))rs^ 
a a 
fulfilling domi(RnS) = domi(R)ndoma^(S) for i G rs(It) and / G I£n5 whenever 
/ G It as well as / o a - 1 G 5 . 
Effective difference of I?,5 w.r.t. a is a relation .It—5 C I2 with properties 
a a 
domi(R-S) = domi(R) for all i G rs(jrt) and / G I?-5 whenever / G It as well as 
/ o a ~ 1 ^ 5 . 
The word "effective" in these operations requires the same cardinality of rs(R), 
rs(S). 
If R, S are relations, a : rs(S) -» rs(R) an injective mapping, domj(S) = 
= doma(j)(R) for j G rs(S), i0 G rs(I?) - a ( rs (5) ) , then a quotient of JR,5 
w.r.t. a and i0 is a relation R(+,a,i0)S C (dom(R))
rs{R)~a{rs{S)) such that 
domi(R(+,a,i0)S) = domi(R) for all i G rs(I?) — a(rs (5)) , / G I?(-{-,a,io)5 
whenever there exist g e R, h e S with the following properties: 
(i) g|rs(R)-a(rS(S)) = / ' , 
(ii) h(j) = g(a(j)) for all j G rs(S); 
(iii) For every hl G 5 there exists g' e R with property g'(^o) = g(^o) and for all 
j G rs(5) there holds ti(j) = g'(a(j)) . 
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2. Homomorphisrn and update 
Let It, S be relations and a : rs(R) —> rs(S) a bijection. By a homomorphisrn of R 
into S w.r.t. a we understand arbitrary mapping (D : dom(R) -> dom(S) fulfilling: 
1. For every i 6 A there holds ^p(domi(R)) C do7na(j)(S); 
2. for every / E i? there holds (D o / o a""1 £ S. 
Let I?, 5 be relations and if : dom(R) ~> dom(S) a homomorphisrn of It into 
5 w.r.t. bijection a : rs(i?) -> rs(S). By a symbol <£ we will denote a mapping 
<p : R ~> S given by <p(f) = (/? o / o a " 1 for all / G it. 
Example 1. Let us consider relations JR, 5, T with the same relational scheme A = 
= {name, salary} and with the same domain D, D — Dname U S a l a r y w n e r e 
^salary *s a s e t °^ n a tu ra l numbers and i^name is a set of character strings (see 
tables 1, 2, 3). Relations S and T are examples of update of R. 
Let us further define bijective mappings p\ : R —> 5 , p2 : It -» T 
Pi(Valenta, 10000) = (Valenta, 12000), pi(f) = / otherwise; p2(Valenta, 10000) = 
= (Valenta, 12000), p2(Bruce, 11000) = (Bruce, 12000), p2(Nehoda, 11000) = 
= (Nehoda, 13000), p2(Brabenec, 13500) = (Brabenec, 14000). 
Table 1: Relation R from ex.l. 
name salary 
II Valenta 10000 
Һ Bruce 11000 
Һ Nehoda 11000 
Һ Brabenec 13500 
Table 2: Relation S from ex.1. 
name salary 
9i Valenta 12000 
9i Bruce ІІ000 
9з Nehoda 11000 
94 Brabenec 13500 
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Table 3: Relation T from ex.1. 
name salary 
Ai Valenta 12000 
Һ2 Bruce 12000 
lгз Nehoda 13000 
ҺĄ Brabenec 14000 
Now let us consider homomorphism ip : dom(R) —> dom(S) of R into S w.r.t. 
identical mapping on rs(R) given by ip(x) = 12000 for x = 10000, ip(x) = x 
otherwise. Then the mappings (p and p\ are the same but it is not possible to 
define homomorphism ^ of It into T w.r.t. idrs^ fulfilling t/3 = P2 (indeed, element 
11000 E S a l a r y *s t o ^ e m a p p e d onto 12000 as well as onto 13000, which is not 
feasible). We may conclude that not every update can be represented by the means 
of homomorphism (by update we understand such a change of relation R that there 
exists a bijection between R and the new relation - the changes of R do not lead 
to a reduction of elements of I?,). We therefore introduce the change relation. $ 
Let R, T be relations with the same relational schemes and the same domains, 
and p : R -» T a bijective mapping. A change relation of R into T w.r.t. p is a 
binary relation NP(R,T) on dom(R) given by 
(a, h) e NP(R,T) <=>3i£ rs(R),fe R : a = /(»),& = P(/)(0-
In this paper we shall use homomorphisms, change relations, surjections and 
bijections to study updates. 
2.1. Let it, S C DA be relations, p : R —> S surjective mapping, i0,j0 e A, 0 C 
domio(R) x domjo(R), 0' C domio(S) x domjo(S). If for each / € R 
f(io) fUo) p(f)(io) 'p(f)Uo), (1) 
then 
p(<n09j0(R)) = <n0e>j0(p(R))-
2.2. Let it,iti C DA, S,Si C £ B be relations and p : R -» -Ri, ? : S -> Si 
bijections. If z is a bijection of R • S onto iti • Si defined for / € # • S by 
z(f) = / ' , where / 'U - P(/U), /'IB = 9 ( / | B ) , 
then 
p(.R)-9(5) = ^(i?-S). 
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3. Homomorphism and functional dependencies 
Let i t be a relation and I , F C rs(R). We say that R fulfils functional dependency 
X —> y , if for arbitrary elements / , g of R there holds 
f(i) = g(i) for all i e X = > / ( i ) = a(i) for all i € F. 
The following example is an illustration of the fact that an update can cancel 
the validity of a functional dependency. 
Example 2. Let i?, S be relations, dom(R) = {a,b,c,d}, rs(R) = {xi,x2,y}, 
dom(S) = {a ' .b ' .d '} , rs (5) = {x^a:^,?/}. Let a(xi ) = x i , 0(2:2) = x2 , a(y) = y' 
and (D be a homomorphism of R into 5 w.r.t. a : <D(a) = a', (p(b) = (p(c) = b', 
ip(d) — d'. Let I? be represented by table 4. 
Table 4: Relation R from ex.2. 
Xi x2 y 
Һ 
Һ 
a b c 
a c d 
Table 5: Relation (p(R) from ex.2. 
x\ x 2 У 
9i 
92 
a' b' b' 
a' b' ď 
R clearly fulfils {2:1,2:2} —> {y} but (p(R) C S does not fulfil a({xi, .r 2}) -> 
—v a({y}) (see table 5). (Relation S is not defined here but it is sufficient to know 
the image of R w.r.t. 0) A 
The next assertion gives a sufficient condition for a homomorphism to preserve 
a functional dependency. 
3.1. Let I?, S be relations, <D a homomorphism of R into S w.r.t. bijection 
a : rs(R) -> rs(S) and R fulfil X -> Y. Then <pKR) fulfils a(X) -> a ( F ) if and 
only if for any /, g G R there holds 
*>(/(*')) = ¥>(<?(*)) for г Є X =-=> v?(Дг)) = ytøíO) for i € У- (2) 
3.2. Let it, 5 be relations, (D a homomorphism of R into S w.r.t. bijection 
a : rs(R) -> rs(5) and i? fulfil X —> F . If the mapping <p\\ji€Xdomi{R) is injective, 
then for any / , g G it condition (2) is fulfilled. 
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4. Homomorphism and relational operations 
By a superkey X of R we understand such a nonempty set X that X C rs(R) and 
R fulfils functional dependency X -» rs(R). A key of P is a minimum superkey of 
P w.r.t. inclusion, i.e. such a superkey of R whose no proper subset is a superkey. 
4 .1 . Let R, S be relations, a : rs(R) -» r,s(S) a bijection, (D : dom(R) —> 
—>• dom(S) a homomorphism of P into S w.r.t. cY : r s (P) -» rs(S) and P C rs(R) 
an arbitrary nonempty subset. Then <p is a homomorphism of TTP(R) into 7Ta(p)(S) 
w.r.t. bijection a | p : P -» a ( P ) and 
<p(irP(R)) =7Ta{P)(ip(R)). 
The equation in 4.1 says that the order of projection and update represented 
by a homomorphism can be reversed. 4.2 gives an answer to the question whether 
this can be done for arbitrary update. 
4.2. Let R, S C DA be relations, p : R —• S a bijection, NP(R,S) a change 
relation of R into S w.r.t. p, P a superkey of P . If we define a bijection p' : TTP(R) —>> 
-> 7rp(S) by p'(f) := p ( / ' ) | p for arbitrary / E ?rp(P) where / ' £ R is (the only) 
element fulfilling / = / ' Ip^hen 
p'(*p(R)) = 7Tp(p(i?)). 
E x a m p l e 3. An analogy of 4.2 does not hold if P is not a superkey of R. Indeed, 
let P = {2,3}, rs(R) — {1,2,3}, R and S be relations represented by tables 6, 7, 
p : R -» S be a bijection given by p(a, 6, c) = (a, b, c), p(d, b, c) = (d, e, c). Then one 
can define no bijection p' : irp(R) —• TTP(S). 4 
Table 6: Relation P from ex.3. 
1 2 3 
Л a b c 
d ò c 
Table 7: Relation S frorn ex.З 
1 2 3 
9\ 
92 
a b c 
d e c 
Let us give an example of the fact that for homomorphism ip of R into S w.r.t. 
bijection a : rs(R) —> rs(S) there does not generally hold 
ф(aІ0 c{R)) = <ra(io) ;p(c)(Ф{R))- (3) 
E x a m p l e 4. Let us consider relation R represented by table 8, relation S with 
the same relational scheme and domain, and a homomorphism ip of R into S w.r.t. 
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identical map a : rs(R) -» rs(R) given as follows: for strings ip is an identity; 
further let (D(10000) = 10000, (D(llOOO) = 13000, <D(13000) = 14000, cD(13500) = 
= 13000. Now we shall show that for any definition of (D(12000) there does not hold 
(3) with (9-selection Salary< 12000 a n d *° = s a l a r y ' c = i 2 0 0 0 * e = #' = " < "• 
Indeed, let us discuss all possible cases of defining the value of y?(12000). 
A. For </>(12000) <E (-00,10000) we have cr s a l a r y< ( / ? ( 1 2 0 0 0 )(^(it)) = 0. 
B. For (.O(12000) G< 10000,13000) we get *Salaxy<^i20oo) (£(**)) (
t a b l e 9 ) -
Table 8: Relation R from ex.4. 
name salary 
Һ Valenta 10000 
Һ Bruce 11000 
Һ Nehoda 13000 
Һ Brabenec 13500 
Table 9: Relation crsalary<<^(i2ooo)(<^(j^)) ^ r o m e x - 4 — c a s e B-
name salary 
91 Valenta 10000 
Table 10: Relation ^salary<v7(i20oo)(^(^)) ^
r o m e x - 4 — c a s e C. 
name salary 
Лi Valenta 10000 
h2 Bruce 13000 
ҺĄ Brabenec 13000 
Table 11: Relation <p(R) from ex.4. 
name salary 
Һ Valenta 10000 
Һ Bruce 13000 
Һ Nehoda 14000 
Һ Brabenec 13000 
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C For <D(12000) e< 13000,14000) we get Sa lary <^(i20oo)(</H#)) (^ble 10), 
D. And finally for <D(12000) > 14000 there holds cr s a i a r y < v ( 1 2 0 0 0 )(<p(R)) = <p(R), 
(for relation fi(R) see table 11), 
Equation (3) does not hold in any of cases A,B,C,D 
(for relation ^ K a l a r y < i 2 0 o o ( ^ ) )
 s e e t a b l e 1 2 ) -
In cases A,B inclusion D of (3) is valid, in cases C,D the opposite one. 4 
4.3. Let i?, 5 be relations, a : rs(R) -» rs(S) a bijection, (p : dom(R) -> dom(S) 
a homomorphism of i? into 5 w.r.t. a; i0, jo £ rs(R), 6 C domio(R) x domj0(R), 
0' C doma(io)(S) x doma(jo)(S). If 





4.4. Let i?, 5 be relations, a : rs(R) -» rs(5) a bijection, <D : dom(R) -> dom(S) 
a homomorphism of i? into 5 w.r.t. a; io £ A, 0 a binary relation on domi0(R), 6' 
a binary relation on doma(io)(S); c 6 domio(R). If 
then also 




4.5. Let I?, 5 , I?i, 5i be relations such that dom(R)ndom(S) = 0, card(rs(I?)) = 
=card(rs(I?i)), card(rs(5)) =card(rs(5i)) , <p : rs(R) -> rs(Ri) is a homomor-
phism of i? into i?i w.r.t. bijection a : rs(i?) -» rs(Ri); ip : dom(S) ~» dorn(Si) is 
a homomorphism of 5 into 5i w.r.t. bijection f3 : rs(S) -» r s (5 i ) . Then 
<p(R)'?P(S)=x(R'S), 
where x : dom(R) U dom(S) -» dom(Ri) U dom(S\) is a homomorphism of i? • 5 
dis dis 
into i?i • 5i w.r.t. bijection (5 := a U /? : rs(i?) Urs(5) -* rs(i?i) Urs (5 i ) (i.e. 
*U(R) = o>, 6\rs{s) = /5) such that xldom(R) = <£>, X|dom(S) = </>• 
4.6. Let the assumptions of 3.5 hold and moreover io € rs(R), jo € rs(S), 6 C 
domio(R) x domjo(S), & C doma(io)(Ri) x dom^jo)(Si). If 
a0b <̂ => (p(a)6'ij;(b) for all a E domio(R),be domjo(S), 
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then also 
X(Җio jo)S) = ф(R)(a(í0) 'ß(j0)Џ(S). 
4.7. Let It, Iti, 5, 5X be relations, a : rs(It) ->• rs(It i), P '• rs(S) -> r s (5 i ) , 
7 : rs(Ii!) -> rs(S) be bijections, (D : dom(R) -> dom(R\) a homomophism of It 
into I?i w.r.t.a; t/> : dom(S) —> dom(S\) a homomorphism of 5 into Si w.r.t. /?, 
dom(R) fl dom(S) = 0; a mapping x : dom(R) U dom(S) -> dom(R\) U dom(S\) 
is given by xUm(R) = <P, xUm(S) = ^- Then v i s a homomorphism of ItUS into 
/3o7oa"~ 
Iti U Si w.r.t. a and 
x(RUS) = <p(R) U tf(S). 
Example 5. Let I?, J?1 ? 5, Si be relations, a i : rs(it) -> rs(R\), f3\ : rs(S) —> 
-> rs(Si) bijections, a 0 : rs(S) -> rs(It) an injective mapping, i0 G rs(It) -
- ao(rs(S)), y? : dom(R) —> dom(R\) a homomorphism of It into Iti w.r.t. a i , 
domj(S) C domao(j)(R) for any j € rs(S) (i.e. c/? is also a homomorphism of 
5 into Si w.r.t. /?i). Then an inclusion (^(fl)(-r,ai o a 0 o /3f
 1 , a i ( io ) )^ (S) C 
C <y3(jR(-r,a0,i0)5) does not hold in general. 
Indeed, let relations It, 5 be given by tables 13, 14. If we define a 0( i 5) = ii, 
then relation R(+,a0,io)S can be represented by table 15. Let a homomorphism 
(D be given by: ip(S%) = 5 5 , <p(x) = x otherwise for .x G dom(R)\ a\ be an identity 
mapping on {i0, 21,22,^3? ^4}, /?i an identity mapping on {i5}. Then relations &(R), 
fi(S) are represented by 16, 17. 
Table 13: Relation R from ex.5. 
І0 i\ i2 h i4 
Һ Dx s2 5 100 20 
Һ Dx 5 6 12 10 600 
Һ D4 s2 5 100 15 
Һ DA Sъ 15 5 300 
Һ DІ 5 6 10 5 350 
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Table 15: Relation R(-~,a0,i0)S from ex.5, from ex.5. 
k І2 i-ò Ч 
Лi D4 5 100 15 
h2 D4 15 5 300 
hг D4 10 5 350 
Table 16: Relation fi(R) from ex.5. 
io i\ 'h iз i4 
Һ Dг s2 5 100 20 
Һ, Dx s5 12 10 600 
k3 D4 s2 5 100 15 
k4 D4 s5 15 5 300 
k5 D4 s5 10 5 350 






Now one can see that 
<p(R)(+, a1oa0o p~
l, i0)<p(S) = <p(R), 
ip(R(-r,a0,io)S) - R(+,a0J0)S. 
Therefore there holds inclusion 
(p(R)(-r,ai oa0o p-\ai(i0))(p(S) D (p(R(+,a0ii0)S), 
but the opposite inclusion is not fulfilled. 
Conclusion 
There could be made effort to extend assertions 4.3 to 4.7 to arbitrary update 
(not just to an update represented by a homomorphism) using the concept of bi-
jective mapping and change relation as it is done with 4.1 in 4.2. Moreover, 
homomorphism might be a good tool to describe structures and processes different 
from updates - for example relationships between objects or methods of objects in 
object-oriented data model. That should be a part of further work in this area. 
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